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When you are ready, become aware of your smooth and regular breathing and
gradually become aware of your surroundings again. Get up slowly and
continue with your day.

Each time you use visual imagery using the same object on your journey, it will
become linked in your mind to relaxed feelings which you experienced on your
walk. Over time, you will find that thinking about this object will remind you of
the feelings you experienced and trigger the release of relaxing hormones by
your automatic nervous system to help you feel relaxed, calm and in control.
After doing this exercise for a few weeks, try using visual imagery if you
encounter a stressful situation. Firstly start off by taking a deep breath, then
think of this imaginary object to release your relaxation hormones.

Image taken from: www.theuntamedalchemist.com
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Next, lie quietly for a few minutes. Notice how relaxed your body feels and
become aware of your quiet and regular breathing.

Stress is a part of everyone's life, resulting from excessive physical or emotional
pressure.

When you are ready, become aware of the sounds around you in the
environment. In your own time, slowly get up and continue your day.

Stress can be caused by a number of factors. Some of these include:


Work

If you wish, you can enrich your relaxation using visual imagery:



Money concerns



Relationship problems

Visual Imagery



Health concerns

Whilst your body is relaxed and your breathing is smooth, quiet and regular,
imagine a pleasant scene. Take yourself on a remembered or imaginary walk,
to a place you know well and find relaxing - along a beach, through some
woods, a beautiful park…



Stressful events

Think about specific details using your imagination to make your journey
interesting:








What route did you take?
What surface are you walking on?
What is the weather like?
What can you hear?
What can you smell?
What can you see?
What colours are there?

On your journey what catches your eye? An item that holds good memories for
you - a flower, a pine cone, a stone, a shell, or a feather?
Pick it up and use your imagination to define what it looks like up close, how
does it feel and keep it in your hand. Continue your walk and bring this
memorable item back with you.

Stress can affect the way you think, behave and feel. Stress can also affect the
workings of your body. The body instinctively reacts to stress and/or anxiety by
activating an automatic reaction known as the ‘fight or flight’ response.
As with any mammals exposed to a threatening situation, the body prepares
itself to either fight the threat or run away from it. This automatic response
comes from the hypothalamus part of the brain, which when stimulated
activates chemical release of stress hormones into our bloodstream.
Such changes to nerve cell firing and chemical release, can cause our body to
undergo a series of changes. Our heart beats faster to pump blood to the muscles, which tighten ready for a response. Our body prepares to cool by
sweating, and our breathing becomes quicker to gain more oxygen. If we do
not use this extra oxygen by running away or fighting the threat, there is a
temporary imbalance of oxygen and carbon dioxide in our blood. This
imbalance may result in anxiety symptoms. Relaxed breathing can help slow
down our breathing, helping to rebalance the amount of oxygen and carbon
dioxide.
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Fight or Flight
Head dizzy
or light-headed.
Result of our faster
breathing.

Brain hijacked
Thoughts race which
makes it hard to think
clearly and rationally.
Feeling of being “unreal”
or detached.

Breathing fast
and shallow
Helps us take in more
oxygen, which is then
transported around the
blood system. Sometime
experience a choking
Stomach churns
Adrenaline reduces blood
flow and relaxes muscles in
stomach and intestines
(blood diverted to limb
muscles) causing nausea,
butterflies or churning.

Muscles tense
Blood, containing vital oxygen and glucose energy, is
sent to the big muscles of
the arms and legs- ready for
fight or escape. Can also
cause aches and pains.

Eyes widen
Allows more light
in. Improves (or
blurs) vision.
Mouth dries
Caused by
narrowing of the
blood vessels.

Feet

Curl your toes - hold and let go
Flex your toes up - hold and let go
Push your heels away from you - hold and let go

Legs

Tighten the calf muscles - hold and let go
Tighten the thigh muscles - hold and let go

Stomach
Back

Body heats and sweats
A side effect of all the speededup systems, is that the body
heats rapidly. Sweating allows
the body to cool again, and to
become more slippery to allow
escape.

Arms/Hands

Pull stomach in - hold and let go
Push stomach out - hold and let go
Arch back - hold and let go
Stretch arms and hands out - hold and let go
Bend arms, make a fist, tighten - hold and let go

Shoulders

Push shoulders up towards your ears - hold and let go
Push shoulders down as far as possible - hold and let go
ONLY DO THIS IF YOU DO NOT HAVE NECK PROBLEMS

Bladder relaxes
Inner sphincter muscle
relaxes so we might
feel urge to pass urine.
Outer sphincter remains under conscious
control (except in rare
terror situations).

Heart beats faster
and palpitations. Blood
pressure and pulse increase
as the heart pumps more
blood allowing us to run
away or attack.

Push head back - hold and let go
Head/Neck

Push head forward - hold and let go
Roll neck to right shoulder - hold and let go
Roll neck to left shoulder - hold and let go
Clench face tightly - hold and let go

Hands tingle - legs
tremble
Or “Jelly legs”. Blood is
diverted to large muscles,
an small blood vessels
constrict, causing tingling,
trembling or numbness.

Face

Open mouth wide - hold and let go
Push tongue to the roof of your mouth - hold and let go
Wrinkle forehead - hold and let go

Whole Body

Tighten whole body - hold and let go
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‘Progressive relaxation’ takes relaxation to a deeper level to help relax muscles
throughout the whole body.

Thankfully in the modern world, we are not often exposed to threatening situations which require a fight or flight response. However, when we are exposed
to a stressful event, our body responds in the same way. Your stress hormones
will return to normal after the threat has passed. However with constant
stress, your stress hormone levels will remain high and result in stress symptoms:

In our bodies, each muscle has a tensed and relaxed position. This technique
has been designed to help you recognise the difference between each state,
and allow you to relax as many muscles in the relaxed position.

It is important not to do anything that is too physically difficult for you.









Start by sitting comfortably or lying down in a warm room. Ensure you are
free from distractions, alone in a quiet environment. You may prefer to
have some quiet music or nature sounds on in the background to help
you relax.
Close your eyes and listen to the sounds you can hear in the
environment. Identify the sounds and then forget about them. Forget
about the world outside and your day’s activities.
Listen to your breathing and become conscious of your body. Allow your
breathing to become smooth, regular and quiet.
Starting with your feet, tense and relax different muscles. Hold the
tension for about 5 seconds, and then let go slowly, silently and saying to
yourself “let go, relax”. Become aware of how the muscles feel when you
are tense and when you are relaxed.



Sleep problems



Tiredness



Anxiousness



Irritability



Sweating



Loss of Appetite



Difficulties in concentration

Anxiety is a learnt process and response which is created in the brain. It is
generated when the information received by the brain is automatically
processed and is associated with negative and unhelpful thoughts.
If this negative/unhelpful thought is not resolved, the body's tension will continue to increase, enhancing automatic reactions of tensed muscles and changes to our breathing pattern. Changes to our breathing will result in changes to
the oxygen and carbon dioxide levels in our blood stream and may result in the
following side effects:


Faintness



Dizziness



Blurred vision



Tingling Fingers



Palpitations

Image taken from: www.medwyngoodallmusic.co.uk
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Breathing Exercises

Often these symptoms can be very distressing and can lead to further anxiety,
producing a vicious circle:

By taking control of our breathing, we restore the balance of oxygen and
carbon dioxide in our blood, which in turn reduces our adrenaline and tension.
Our goal is to slow our breathing down and to breathe at an even, constant
rhythm. Breathe in through your nose to allow the nasal hairs to filter out the
dirt, so the air is warm, clean and moist before it enters the lungs.

Stress
Situation/relationships
or practical problems

To breath correctly, we need to use our diaphragm. To check this, place one
hand on your chest and one just below the ribs. As you breath the stomach
should be rising and falling, not the upper chest. This way the whole of your
lung capacity is used.

Gloomy Thoughts
Altered thinking
with extreme and
unhelpful thoughts

Altered
emotional feelings
feeling sadder

Altered physical
feelings/symptoms

Altered behaviour
reduced activity or
unhelpful
behaviours



Gently breathe in and not too deeply.



Breathe out and let your shoulders drop, and relax your hands



Take a moment to pause and say to yourself relax.



Repeat this once or twice, at least four times a day.

These breathing exercises can be done anywhere, anytime or anyplace.
Text taken from: www.live-lifewell.net
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